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Abstract 
Partial Displacement:  
En/decoding Spectral Thinking in Tristan Murail’s Mémoire/Érosion 
and 
Two Compositions for String Quartet 
Shih-Wei Lo 
 
This dissertation is comprised of a paper on Tristan Murail’s Mémoire/Érosion (1976) 
and a pair of my compositions—R[o/u]LE(s) for string quartet with percussion instruments 
(2016) and Projectile Motion (2018) for string quartet. The paper endeavors to draw attention to 
the rich, individualized voices within the French spectralist movement during its emerging phase, 
exemplifying various paths of en/decoding spectral thinking with Murail’s Mémoire/Érosion. In 
view of the interdisciplinary essence of spectralism, my analytical approach extensively adapts 
theories, research findings, and a posteriori knowledge from fields such as psychology, computer 
technology, and marketing so as to diversely reason how spectral thinking may be en/decoded by 
maneuvering information harnessed from the (pseudo-)spectral sources while interpreting the 
resultant perceptions. In comparison to the theme of the paper, which is heavily centered on pitch 
manipulation, the two compositions downplay such a musical dimension in varying degrees for 
different purposes. First, passive in nature and magnified by the incorporations of the percussion 
as well as the strings’ scratch tones, the reduced presence of pitch in R[o/u]LE(s) signals an 
attempt to navigate and investigate the topic of (Taiwanese) identity. Second, actively 
suppressed, pitch in Projectile Motion virtually becomes residual traces left by the heightened 
impulses of gesture, which, apart from being where the music largely gains its momentum, can 
	
be viewed as an expression of reflecting on issues of intimacy, accessibility, and cultural 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
For me, this fascination with transforming objects and creating hybrids 
was always there: it’s almost congenital. I think retrospectively that this 
idea, coupled with the importance I (and others) place on working with 
harmony in a way that completely controls it—giving strength to the 
formal construction—were the basic ideas of spectral music.1 
— Tristan Murail 
 
 
When first emerging in the 1970s, spectralism was viewed as a vanguard that offered an 
exciting, revitalizing way of working with sounds for composers who had spent years seeking to 
establish a language—or an aesthetic—which would emancipate music from the legacy of 
certain compositional regimes and practices left since the rise of atonality. Hugues Dufourt, who 
is thought to have coined the term spectral music,2 recalls the historic moment in his essay of 
1993, “Oeuvre and History:” 
 
In retrospect, I would say that the adventure we shared in the bosom of Itinéraire—the 
main people involved were Tristan Murail, Gérard Grisey, Michaël Levinas, Roger 
Tessier and myself—was founded on convictions which placed us further from the music 
of the beginning of this century than from serialism itself. What we wished to do above 
all else was to build a common language on radically new foundations, a language based 
on transitions, on a way of using development and duration. We rejected the violent and 
anarchic manifestations of the sixties and seventies and introduced forms of continuity 
and coherence. This new language obliged us to confront the music of the beginning of 
the century.3 
	
1 Tristan Murail, “After-thoughts,” Contemporary Music Review 19, part 3 (2000): 7. 
 




3 Hugues Dufourt, “Oeuvre and History,” Contemporary Music Review 8, part 1 (1993): 84. 
	
	 2 
In the opinion of the first-generation spectral proponents, not only does the birth of such a 
movement announce an intent to refrain from institutionalizing restrictions of composition for 
rigorous compliance, but it also represents a constructive attitude with the potential of guiding 
composers through the vast ocean of myriad sonic possibilities; for instance, as asserted by 
Tristan Murail in another article, 
 
. . . we can extract dynamism from sound. Or we can use a strict dynamism to construct 
sounds . . . . With sound we can create, in sum, an architecture. 
Our approach carries no proscription. In other words, it’s not defined negatively 
against some other system of composition. . . . If, then, I am refusing anything, it is above 
all the notion of any a priori refusal: the compositional system masquerading as axiom.  
This does not mean that anything is possible, but that selecting one out of many 
possibilities should occur in a positive manner, as a consequence of creative processes, 
rather than through processes of censorship and elimination [e.g., avoidance of particular 
intervals/formulations in compositional methods/systems such as serialism]. . . .  
I do not believe, therefore, that one can speak of a “spectral system” as such, if by 
that we understand a body of rules that will produce a product of a certain hue. I do 
believe, however, that one can speak of a “spectral” attitude. . . . The compositional 
practice that is derived from this attitude constitutes, perhaps, a method that will above all 
provide an orientation preventing us from losing ourselves in a universe now without 
limits . . . a universe of continuity and complex interrelation.4  
 
It thus becomes plain that what Murail/spectralism wishes to alienate himself/itself from is the 
prohibition-focused practice regarding how musical materials should be treated—a main feature 
exemplifiable by serialism for him—despite the common pursuit of structural coherence that 
both sides share, which is conveyed via a propensity for gaining full control over certain—if not 
all—sonic attributes. 
Rather than being regulated by arbitrary, externally imposed forces of negation, the 
process of writing music proposed by early spectral pioneers would now be informed by a 
	
4 Tristan Murail, “Target Practice,” trans. Joshua Cody, Contemporary Music Review 24, no. 2/3 (2005): 151-152.  
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microanatomical, inside-out oriented vantage point, which, from my own perspective in this 
paper, returns to the objectivity/neutral essence of sound—a physical reality fabricated by any 
given vibrating body that, to quote Daniel Pressnitzer and Stephen McAdams, “creates in the 
surrounding air the propagation of a pressure wave, in the same manner that the agitation of an 
object on a surface of water provokes the propagation of wavelets”5—in quest of a universal, 
cross-ideological experience. 
To elaborate, in the process of becoming music, sounds are inevitably tinted with 
aesthetical subjectivity and/or socio-cultural preferences. Using consonance/dissonance as an 
example, whether the perceptual reactions to it are rooted in human psychophysiology or 
constructed by cultural values has been at the centre of a decades-long research debate. Yet these 
two viewpoints are in no way necessarily mutually exclusive—that is, consonance/dissonance 
can possess two aspects, one being sensory and the other being aesthetic. The complication lies 
in the fact that, as Aniruddh Patel points out, “the task [in research on sensory consonance and 
dissonance] given to listeners in judging tone pairs often confounds aesthetic and sensory 
qualities of a stimulus.”6 
In other words, there is a tendency to equate sensory consonance with pleasantness (i.e., 
aesthetic consonance) and sensory dissonance with aversion (i.e., aesthetic dissonance), which is 
most famously exemplified/propagated by Western music. Still, in non-Western 
cultures/civilizations one is able to find either indifference or appreciation toward intervals of 
sensory dissonance—such as the eleven distinctive aitake tone clusters/chords of shō used in 
	
5 Daniel Pressnitzer and Stephen McAdams, “Acoustics, Psychoacoustics and Spectral Music,” Contemporary 
Music Review 19, part 2 (2000): 34-35. More precisely, ripples on the water surface are a combination of both 
transverse and longitudinal waves, while sound in air or any fluid medium—an example of longitudinal waves—has 
individual particles that oscillate back and forth and move parallel to the wave direction. 
 
6 Aniruddh D. Patel, Music, Language, and the Brain (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 88-91. 
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gagaku, Japanese imperial court music, which include a substantial quantity of major and minor 
seconds.7  Although the Western aesthetics imposed on sonance may be said to have virtually 
ceased to exist in contemporary music since the collapse of tonality, pieces constructed under 
most of the regimes that were established prior to spectralism—serial compositions in 
particular—would nonetheless be subject to external dynamism imbued with specific societal 
values. By drawing directly on the internal, physical properties of sounds, spectral composers 
may to some degree bypass such a pitfall, tapping into the almost primal sonic energies of 
sensory sonorities/structures and creating musical works whose discourses may speak to listeners 
of divergent ideologies.8 
Since its inception, spectralism has flourished with the development of advanced 
technology to finely probe into the interior structure of sounds. Thanks to Fourier analysis, a 
sound’s physical reality can be mathematically deconstructed and digitally computed into a sum 
of simple sine waves that are referred to as partials. The technology places the harvested 
information at the disposal of composers to reshape facets of composition such as harmonic-
timbral complexity, musical syntax, auditory perception, and so forth—a true milestone in the 
history of contemporary music that has radically exerted influence on both compositional 
strategies and artistic values.  
	
7 In regard to the research on indifference, see Josh H. McDermott, Alan F. Schultz, Eduardo A. Undurraga, and 
Ricardo A. Godoy, “Indifference to Dissonance in Native Amazonians Reveals Cultural Variation in Music 
Perception,” Nature 535 (2016): 547-550. 
 
8 As a side note, the perceptual discrepancy seen in the case of consonance/dissonance is not unusual in human 
experiences/reactions. To illustrate, the study of proxemics divides space into four zones—intimate, personal, social, 
and public—each prescribed by a range of neutrally measured distances. The radii of these proxemic spheres are in 
no way ubiquitously identical among all cultures (or even regions within the same country), as a given objective 
spatial span that is considered social in one society may very well be personal in another. Edward T. Hall, who coins 
the term proxemics, warns the readers of such an issue in his book The Hidden Dimension and writes, “It should be 
emphasized that these generalizations [the descriptions of the four	proxemic zones compiled from research done 
with predominantly natives of the U.S. northeastern coast] are not representative of human behavior in general—or 
even of American behavior in general—but only of the group included in the sample” (see Edward T. Hall, The 
Hidden Dimension [Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1990], 113-124). 
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The very core of spectralism’s evolution indeed rests in part upon the availability of 
technology and the advance in mathematics and algorithms to dissect sounds. However, even 
under the circumstances of inadequate technological assistance in the early days of spectral 
music, composers were already conducting spectralism-driven experiments in sculpting various 
aspects of sound, proving themselves capable of deliberating spectrally by arriving at 
groundbreaking approaches to music composition that were comprehensively methodical yet 
aesthetically and perceptually distinct from work using previous new music approaches. It would 
appear that their creative minds were not hindered during this unique time, and the 
endeavor/hunger of theirs to explore is where my research interest stems.  
Precisely, my research interest in this paper pursues, among other questions, a more 
extensive understanding of how spectral thinking became encoded into musical formats during 
the initial phase of the French spectralist movement, by means of the somewhat vague prefatory 
statement of discomposing the physical reality of sound to manipulate a collection of data 
yielded from its inner, discrete components (i.e., partials). This question prompted me to choose 
Tristan Murail’s Mémoire/Érosion (1976) for analysis in Chapter 2.9 In this early work, the 
harmony partly evolves from the spectra and timbres of its instrumentation10—thereby 
collectively termed pseudo spectra in the impending portions of this paper.11 The background 
and inspiration for the work are illustrated in the first section, followed by the second section, 
	
9 Various reasons were involved in choosing this specific work. For one thing, Murail considers that his personal 
voice was firstly found in Mémoire/Érosion (see Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6). For another, in comparison to its 
contemporaneous pieces—notably Grisey’s Périodes (1974) and Partiels (1975)—that have been widely perused, 
Mémoire/Érosion provides a window into the seemingly anti-systemization stance—that is, a spectral attitude as 
opposed to a spectral system—and therefore may expose its impact on diverging compositional languages among 
spectralist pioneers. 
 
10 Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6. 
 
11 The term pseudo spectra is adopted from Murail’s comments on the trombone spectrum in Grisey’s Partiels being 
“pseudo” (see Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6) to reflect the motivation fueled by spectralism behind the geneses and 
implementations of the raw ingredients of harmony in Mémoire/Érosion, regardless of the (un)modified harmonic 
series or the quasi-spectra modeled after the instrumental timbres/spectra. 
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where the outline of its harmonic development is presented. In preference to a conventional, 
measure-by-measure approach, the analytical procedure in the third section is carried out by 
distinguishing a number of (spectral) techniques in the piece for scrutinizing how information 
obtained from the pseudo spectra—that is, pseudo spectral data—are maneuvered so as to 
encode and decode spectral thinking largely through the lenses of both studio techniques and the 
perceptual organization of sounds, psychoacoustics, and computer processing. This is because 
the central idea of spectralism, accompanied by its symbiotic association with computing 
technology, synthesizes sound’s internal property to create a breakthrough that awakens the 
hibernated dimension of human perception12 as opposed to merely a product of another set of 
stringent rules. Furthermore, applying these studies and theories to the contexts of the musical 
contents in Mémoire/Érosion reflects my decision of opting to lessen Murail’s presence in my 
engagement in examining the composition insofar as the research scope can center on the 
causality between music’s ephemeral episodes and listeners’ feedback that could otherwise be at 
risk of compromise; it also helps to uncover and explicate those forms of spectral thinking that 
may have been encoded subconsciously by Murail or inadvertently through his compositional 
process.  
Most of the discourse in Chapter 2 is contextualized theoretically and conceptually by 
partial displacement, a term proposed to rationalize the global trajectory of the harmonic 
expansion and the compositional approaches identified in Mémoire/Érosion. The second section 
of the chapter presents the ways in which the overall reduced harmonic development can 
constitute an entity, an underlying global framework that may be considered a reconstructed 
version of a slice of the intact harmonic series on C2 because the former duplicates half of the 
	
12 See Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 
1999), 39. Murail also makes it clear that during the infancy of spectralism, composers drew on electronic 
processing functions or methods—e.g., “ring-modulation and echoes, or the harmonic displacement or compression 
of abstract harmonic series”—for their compositions (see Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6). 
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constituent elements of the latter while replacing and tempering the other half. I interpret this as 
an expression of partial displacement, meaning that the global harmonic framework results from 
the harmonic series on C2 with some of its partials being displaced or with itself being partially 
displaced. The same logic applies to the techniques discussed in the third section, whether it is 
the execution of the displacements of one particular partial that promotes auditory 
streaming/segregation (in Subsection 2.3.1), the formation of subharmonicity due to partials of a 
normal harmonic series being displaced by their inverted counterparts (in Subsection 2.3.3), or 
displacing the partials of a regular spectrum with foreign multiphonics in order to build a 
grotesque type (in Subsection 2.3.5). Evidently, the parts of speech and valid (if not stretched) 
definitions of each word in partial displacement are meant to be combined/applied freely and 
liberally; in doing so, the term, although not indicated in an explicit manner in every (sub)section, 
discloses the rhetorical concept behind it that expectantly supports cognitive and contextual 
integration of the absorbed details during the experience of listening to Mémoire/Érosion and/or 




Chapter 2: Analysis 
 
The most sudden and important revolution to affect the musical world 
during the recent past was based not on some type of reflection upon 
musical grammar (serial or other), but rather—more deeply—upon the 
world of sounds themselves: in other words, in the sonic universe that 
summons the composer.13  
— Tristan Murail 
 
 
2.1 Background: Extra-Musical Inspiration 
	
Composed in 1976 for French horn and nine instruments,14 Mémoire/Érosion conveys 
Murail’s desire to employ scientific knowledge and technology as powerful means to enrich his 
compositional language. In fact, even the extra-musical idea of Mémoire/Érosion was drawn 
from the notion and practice of the re-injection loop, a specific kind of analog studio technique 
that requires precise calibration of distance for separating a pair of tape recorders. The two 
devices take turns recording and playing the sound materials, ultimately creating an infinite loop, 
and since the apparatus also captures ambient noises, these new elements are ceaselessly blended 
in, which makes it inevitable that the recordings—both the initial and succeeding versions—start 
to mutate and deteriorate during the process.15 As Murail elaborates, “The sound merges with 
	
13 Tristan Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” trans. Joshua Cody, Contemporary Music Review 24, no. 
2/3 (2005): 121. 
 
14 The nine instruments are flute (doubling alto flute), oboe (doubling English horn), clarinet in B-flat (doubling bass 
clarinet), bassoon, two violins, viola, cello, and double bass. 
 
15 See Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 124-125. As a matter of fact, the practice of live looping had 
been experimented and implemented extensively by a group of then-young composers at the San Francisco Tape 
Music Center (SFTMC) during the sixties, including Pauline Oliveros and Steve Reich. It is also worth noting that 
Alvin Lucier had already employed a looping set-up that would demand two tape recorders (amid other equipment) 
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white noise, and the process ends with the emergence of new frequencies, self-generated 
rhythms, or interferences.”16  
These elements influence the construction of the piece both sonically and structurally. 
Among the ten instruments, the horn plays a role in contributing the sound sources that are 
reiterated by the other nine instruments, which imitates how the re-injection loop functions; each 
phrasal repetition occurs after a certain interval of time so as to simulate the lag determined by 
the distance between the two above-mentioned tape recorders, and the purely fictional system 
always modifies the materials received from the horn by altering the timbres, pitches, or 
rhythms—this is when the process of erosion takes place, demolishing the makeup(s) of the 
preceding musical substance(s) while progressively reconstituting new kind(s) for the succeeding 
round(s).17 As the music moves forward, Mémoire/Érosion faces its inescapable fate brought by 
the loop: what was perceived to be orderly at first is now turning into a chaotic madness. For 
Murail, the whole trajectory of the loop is attributable to a positive entropy change, which is 
scientifically stipulated as an increase from order to disorder and thereby suggests an effective, 





in his 1969 work of sound arts, I Am Sitting in a Room, to achieve sonic obliteration of disembodying the source 
material, the steps of which are revealed in the recorded text. For further discussion, see Subsection 2.3.5. 
 
16 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 125. 
 
17 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 124-125. 
 
18 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 125. 
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2.2 Sound as a Reconstructed Entity: Overarching Structure and 
Spectral/Harmonic Displacement 
	
Lasting approximately seventeen minutes and thirty-five seconds, Mémoire/Érosion is 
partitioned by Murail himself into ten sections, marked alphabetically from A to J in the score. 
Intriguingly, each letter does not always denote an explicit beginning of a new section—a fresh 
gesture and/or harmonic event can often be introduced halfway down a section and developed for 
several bars prior to being extended into the next one. In the interest of making the study of the 
piece more efficient, the rehearsal letters will in the main be the principle of division for the 
analysis hereinafter, as demonstrated by Table 1: 
 










Each section has its own distinctive harmonic progression, whose makeup mirrors a particular 
spectrum/spectra. While section A gradually establishes and distorts the spectrum with the 
	
19 Throughout this paper, for denoting exact pitches, scientific pitch notation is applied whenever a numerical 
subscript is present. A capital letter without the numerical subscript is used to indicate either an unspecified member 
or the entirety of a pitch class. For the purpose of this part of the paper, I intentionally leave out the exact register of 
the note(s) that are treated as fundamental(s) in the ten sections. 
Table 1: 
Section   A B C D 







C → E-flat E-flat + G  G  
 
 
Section   E F G H I J 





B-flat →  
Distorted B-flat 
F → Chaos 
based on low D 
Chaos based 














Section   A B C D E F 
Duration  2’25” 2’10” 1’52” 1’13” 1’01” 1’02” 
Spectrum/ 
Fundamental 
 C →  
Fragmented B-flat 
C → E-flat E-flat + G G 
B-flat →  
Distorted B-flat 





















Section   G H I J 
Duration  1’50” 56” 2’20” 2’44” 
Spectrum/ 
Fundamental  
F → Chaos based 
on low D 
Chaos based 
on low D 
  
Grouping   Group 4 Group 5 




fundamental of C before proceeding to a fragmented, faintly tempered spectrum of B-flat, 
section B suddenly returns to the spectrum of C, which is later transitioned into a spectrum of E-
flat. Continuing to utilize this spectrum, section C simultaneously incorporates a unique kind 
starting with G that remains in section D. Section E progressively constructs the spectrum of B-
flat, which is soon being disfigured in Section F. Afterward, two harmonic series are positioned 
side by side in section G—one on F and the other on low D; already highly intense, the 
inharmonicity of the latter is incessantly escalated and spread into section H, perhaps the most 
chaotic segment in the entire piece. Finally, sections I and J exhibit a process from the filtered 
inharmonic spectrum of F to white noise, forming an utter spectral/harmonic destruction that can 
be demonstrated via the spectrogram snapshot of the recording’s final few seconds (see Figure 
1), where the homogeneous color across a wide spectral range represents a virtually identical 
level of amplitude components of frequencies, indicating the presence of white noise that 











Figure 1: The spectrogram snapshot of the last several seconds of the recording of 
Mémoire/Érosion.20 
	
20 For the recording source, see Tristan Murail, “Mémoire/Érosion,” with Alain Noël, horn and Ensemble 
l’Itinéraire, conducted by Charles Bruck, track 1 on Mémoire/Érosion; Ethers; C’est un jardin secret; Les courants 
de l’espace, France: Accord, AC4659002, 1992, compact disc. 
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On the whole, these ten sections can be further categorized into five larger groups 
according to their harmonic behaviors (see Table 2). Let us concentrate on the three inner 
groups: firstly, the three sections in group 2 (sections B-D) are bound by the harmonic anchors of 
fundamentals of E-flat and G. Secondly, group 3 propels a transition from the spectrum of B-flat 
in section E to its deformed configuration in section F, resembling the progression of group 1. 
Thirdly, a (in)harmonic scheme swinging between the (heavily processed) spectra of F and D is 
shown in group 4 (sections G-I). 
	













When focusing on how the spectra are unfolded over the course of the music from a 
holistic angle, an intervallic relationship of thirds across the array of the fundamentals in those 
ten sections—C, E-flat, G, B-flat, D, and F—readily becomes apparent. Although one may 
consider this merely a sequence of alternations between major and minor thirds, I intend to 
propose an interpretive viewpoint that contextualizes these fundamentals as the constituents of a 
displaced series (hereinafter referred to as such), where E-flat instead of E is present, microtonal 
Table 1: 
Section   A B C D 







C → E-flat E-flat + G  G  
 
 
Section   E F G H I J 





B-flat →  
Distorted B-flat 
F → Chaos 
based on low D 
Chaos based 
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Duration  2’25” 2’10” 1’52” 1’13” 1’01” 1’02” 
Spectrum/ 
Fundamental 
 C →  
Fragmented B-flat 
C → E-flat E-flat + G G 
B-flat →  
Distorted B-flat 





















Section   G H I J 
Duration  1’50” 56” 2’20” 2’44” 
Spectrum/ 
Fundamental  
F → Chaos based 
on low D 
Chaos based 
on low D 
  
Grouping   Group 4 Group 5 




B-flat is tempered, and F is substituted for F-quarter-sharp;21 put another way, this very series 
takes shape by opting for the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, and 11th partials in the intact harmonic series on 
C2 to form an entity before partially displacing it:  
 
Table 3: Correspondence between the fundamentals in the ten sections of Mémoire/Érosion 














Accordingly, the makeup of this displaced series may be considered the base for the global 
structure of harmony in Mémoire/Érosion with these six constituents laying the harmonic 
foundation for the ten sections, which then grow respective spectrum or spectra with them (in 
different octaves) as the fundamentals, contributing to an integrated sense at both macro and 
micro levels. 
	
21 While it can be argued that the relatively minor frequential difference of a microtone in each of the latter two pairs 
may be resolved by way of approximation/tempering, the semitonal discrepancy between E-flat and E is too salient 
to be overlooked. Refer to Subsection 2.3.3 for the justification of replacing E with E-flat. 
 
22 For feasible analysis/comparison, the microtones in this harmonic series (and in the ensuing ones hereinafter) are 
quantized to the nearest quarter tones and are indicated with quarter-tone accidentals. 
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Section  A B C D E F G H I J 
Fundamental(s) in 
each section C → B-flat C → E-flat E-flat + G G B-flat B-flat F → D D          D → F → air/noise 
Harmonic series on C2 
(first 11 partials only) 
partial:      1                                             4              5              6             7                              9                            11 
&
?



































Not only does such a reading enable the use of these fundamentals to be framed in the 
context of spectralism, but it reflects the essence of sound as a physical reality being structurally 
remolded (i.e., the displaced series as a reconstruction of the regular harmonic series on C2 seen 
in Table 3) for further compositional manipulations that emanate such logic, which, as explained 
in Chapter 1, calls for studies/theories of psychoacoustics, electronic music, and even marketing 
in order to investigate how listeners may comprehend what is perceived during the listening 
experience. 
 
2.3 Spectral Thinking En/decoded: Sensing and Interpreting the Maneuvered 
Pseudo-Spectral Data 
 
A precursor of spectral music, Mémoire/Érosion is ironically not spectral per se since, 
according to Murail, “there are no spectra in it.”23 Contrary to methods in his relatively recent 
compositions—say, Le Lac (2000-2001), where samples such as the “sound of rain hitting the 
lake”24 are dynamically analyzed in the environments of AudioSculpt and OpenMusic25—the 
prototypal models of harmony in Mémoire/Érosion are in part derived from the timbres/spectra 
of its instrumentation,26 resulting in sorts of pseudo spectra.27 Nonetheless, under no 
circumstances should the situation eclipse the spectral reasoning encoded into musical formats 
	
23 Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6. 
 
24 Tristan Murail, “Le Lac,” Tristan Murail, accessed July 10, 2020, https://www.tristanmurail.com/en/oeuvre-
fiche.php?cotage=27680.   
 
25 Rozalie Hirs, “On Tristan Murail’s ‘Le lac:’ Contemporary Compositional Techniques and OpenMusic” (D.M.A. 
diss., Columbia University, 2007), 38-39, ProQuest (3285089).  
 
26 Murail, “After-thoughts,” 6. 
 
27 To put this across, some segments in the overarching harmonic trajectory analyzed in Section 2.2 may be 
classified as quasi-spectra, whereas others may be either natural harmonic series or any arbitrary kinds. These 
templates of harmony	of Mémoire/Érosion, again, are collectively termed pseudo spectra as explained in Chapter 1 
(see note 11).  
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by means of the spectralism-induced maneuvers that sculpt the composition with elements 
collected from the pseudo spectra—that is, pseudo-spectral data—and we will examine several 
categorized types in the ensuing seven subsections to unveil its presence. 
 
2.3.1 Hybridization of Sequential Segregation and Timbre Space 
 
Mémoire/Érosion begins with a passage that patently evinces—yet intricately 
orchestrates—the dynamic of periodicity radiating through its extra-musical inspiration, the re-
injection loop. Playing the role of supplying the sources (i.e., musical motifs/materials), the 
French horn initiates a series of attacks of C4 on the first four pages of section A, each of which 
is subsequently replicated exactly in terms of rhythm and pitch by other members in the 
ensemble. Color-coded in Excerpt 1, three sequential layers of the horn’s attacks and the 
respective repetitions are displayed, and this behavior continues for a few more bars. These 
layers strictly obey the order of “horn → bassoon → clarinet → cello → double bass” until page 
4, with the first violin and viola appearing solely in the first layer. To make the nexus more 
transparent, Figure 2 presents a reduction that transcribes the horn’s part in bars 2-12 of section 
A while emphasizing on the initial three layered sequences of attacks triggered by the horn: 
Figure 2 (a) isolates the horn’s attacks, namely, the sources; the rest of the three staves (Figure 2 
[b]-[d]) lay out the corresponding sequential layers stated above. This reduction visually 
facilitates the realization that the music’s flow accelerates over time. Even more intriguing is the 
auditory perception of sounds moving from isolated, discrete events to streams of diverse 
timbres, which is a sensory phenomenon belonging to sequential segregation in Albert S. 























Excerpt 1: Layers of initiated and repeated attacks in bars 1-9, section A, Mémoire/Érosion by Tristan Murail (transposed score).28
	
28 Tristan Murail, Mémoire/Érosion (Paris: Transatlantiques, 1976), 1-2. All excerpts of Mémoire/Érosion in the paper are included with permission of Hal 
Leonard LLC and are taken from the cited music score. 
!
Mémoire/Érosion 
By Tristan Murail  
Copyright (c) 1976 Editions Transatlantiques, Paris 
Copyright Renewed  
Rights transferred to Premiére Music Group  
All Rights Reserved   International Copyright Secured 



















Figure 2: Reduction of bars 2-12 in section A, Mémoire/Érosion: the horn’s part (a) and the three 
layers made up of sequences of attacks initiated/triggered by the horn (b-d). 
 
A former researcher of psychology and Professor Emeritus at McGill University, 
Bregman once led a series of experiments to substantiate ASA and to reveal the “principles that 
lie behind the perceptual organization of sound.”29 One of his demonstrations that can help to 
cast light upon what happens at the beginning of Mémoire/Érosion is termed stream segregation 
based on spectral peak position, a specific type of sequential integration30 in ASA where the 
positions of spectral peaks in complex sounds are maneuvered so as to learn how different tone 
colors may encourage auditory segregation to arise: in particular, his experiment shows that if 
two tones share the same fundamental but contain dissimilar spectral peaks, accelerating the 
	
29 Albert S. Bregman, “Audio Demonstrations of Auditory Scene Analysis, Introduction,” Auditory Research 
Laboratory, the Department of Psychology at McGill University, accessed May 07, 2020, 
http://webpages.mcgill.ca/staff/Group2/abregm1/web/downloadsintro.htm.      
 
30 Sequential integration is described by Bregman as a streaming phenomenon where the auditory system groups 
tones according to their similitude in preference to the chronological order, and it can happen in settings that 
manipulate frequency, amplitude, spectral content, and so forth. See Albert S. Bregman, “Sequential Integration,” in 
Auditory Scene Analysis: The Perceptual Organization of Sound (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1990), 47 
and Albert S. Bregman, “Audio Demonstrations of Auditory Scene Analysis, Sequential Integration,” Auditory 
Research Laboratory, the Department of Psychology at McGill University, accessed May 17, 2020, 
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alternation of them can result in two split streams.31 In the case of Mémoire/Érosion’s section A, 
although the instruments in the sequential layers all play C4, they do produce distinctive energy 
distributions in their spectra (see Figure 3 for the first four instruments in each layer), which, 











Figure 3: Plotted spectra of horn (top-left), bassoon (top-right), clarinet in B-flat (bottom-left), 
and cello (bottom-right) performing C4 (pinpointed by the gray dotted line); frequency on the x-
axis and amplitude on the y-axis; logarithmic scale applied. 
	
	
The properly chosen instrumentation is instrumental in the successful implementation of 
stream segregation based on spectral peak position. In other words, were a group of instruments 
with alike timbres to be selected, the effect would be severely diminished. What truly piques my 
interest, however, is the sophistication articulated by how the succession of these instruments is 
	
31 Albert S. Bregman, “Audio Demonstrations of Auditory Scene Analysis, Sequential Integration, 10. Stream 
Segregation Based on Spectral Peak Position,” Auditory Research Laboratory, the Department of Psychology at 














Figure 4: Mapping onto Wessel’s timbre space32 the first four instruments in each sequential 
layer on pages 1-4 of section A of Mémoire/Érosion. 
 
Wessel’s study of timbre space was conducted at IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et 
Coordination Acoustique/Musique) in the late seventies and early eighties as an endeavor to 
quantify and categorize timbres, the measurement of which is known to be quite onerous mostly 
because of their characters; yet he eventually differentiated tone colors of twenty-four orchestral 
instruments according to the spectral energy distribution (i.e., brightness on the x-axis in Figure 
4) and the nature of the onset transient (i.e., bite in the attack on the y-axis in Figure 4). Notice 
that the clarinet in B-flat was not utilized by Wessel, but it should pose little challenge to the 
observation of the timbral disresemblance among these instruments. Moreover, by putting 
	
32 For the original map and relevant details, see David L. Wessel, “Timbre Space as a Musical Control Structure,” 
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forward an inference of the B-flat clarinet being situated between the bass and E-flat clarinets on 
the horizontal plane (see Figure 5), the zigzag path going from the horn to the cello may likely 
suggest an oriented—rather than arbitrary—sense of timbral transition during the experience of 










Figure 5: Modification of Figure 4 for the interpolated position of the clarinet in B-flat in 
Wessel’s timbre space. 
 
It is to say that, by and large, Murail embarks on a sonic journey in Mémoire/Érosion via 
exploiting and orchestrating diverse timbres of C4—the first component of the displaced series 
(see Table 3) as well as the spectral/harmonic cornerstone of section A—made possible by virtue 
of the involvement of a wide variety of instruments chosen for the composition.33 
	
33 How this piece starts with such an approach—solely focusing on an individual partial instead of diving straight 
into the dynamism of a spectrum—differentiates itself from its contemporaneous spectral works by composers like 
Gérard Grisey. For example, the first fragment in the formal outline of Périodes evinces Grisey’s plan of employing 
multiple partials of its harmonic material—the spectrum of E1—to begins the music (see François-Xavier Féron, 
“The Emergence of Spectra in Gérard Grisey’s Compositional Process: From Dérives [1973–74] to Les espaces 
acoustiques [1974–85],” Contemporary Music Review 30, no. 5 [2011]: 360). Furthermore, in his article titled 
“Introduction to the Pitch Organization of French Spectral Music,” François Rose points out how the harmonic 
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2.3.2 Spectral Modulation, Filtering, Instrumental Additive Synthesis 
 
Following the passage of stream segregation in bars 2-12, the harmonic field in section A 
gradually comes into being under a system of pitch generation termed successive generator, 
which disintegrates timbre step by step and enables its decomposed sinusoidal waves (i.e., 
partials) to be utilized for novel construction/organization of pitches, harmony, and/or timbre.34 
Over the course of the ten stages (marked by lowercase letters from a to j in Murail’s sketch) in 
section A, specifically, 
 
The whole harmonic structure is drawn from the first C of the horn. The strings, having 
taken over the C, gradually move their bows towards the bridge, projecting harmonics 
taken up elsewhere in the ensemble, while the C drifts slightly flat, as if it were slowed 
down on a turntable (b). These effects of drift and germination are intensified (d–e–f). 
The C, weakening as its harmonics strengthen, finally disappears, while its spectrum is 
increasingly distorted, along with its timbre—rubbings and distortions of the strings (g–
h–i). The B-flat is reinforced at the heart of this composite spectrum—a familiar 
phenomenon of re-injection loops (j)—and finally sustained, accompanied by high 
frequencies that sound like its partials.35  
 
From a holistic perspective, the harmonic unfoldment of section A exhibits a trajectory that can 
be said to morph from a C spectrum into a fragmented, partially tempered B-flat spectrum (see 
Figure 6); the underlying principle of such a spectral modulation relies on a procedure that 
extensively filters out the even-numbered components above the 7th partial of the C2 spectrum, 
forcing the (tempered) odd-numbered partials shared with the B-flat1 spectrum to stand out and 
collaterally rendering the harmonic field defective (see Figure 7).  
	
cycles, which occurs in the opening of the piece (see François Rose, “Introduction to the Pitch Organization of 
French Spectral Music,” Perspectives of New Music 34, no. 2 [1996]: 8-10). 
 
34 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 127-129. 
 











































36 Regular accidentals combined with arrows are employed by Murail to indicate quarter tones in Mémoire/Érosion; 
see the performance notes in the cited score for details. 
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Figure 7: The underlying principle of spectral modulation in section A of Mémoire/Érosion 
demonstrated by bars 35-60: harmonic scheme of bars 35-60 (a) and its expansion in a scale form 
(b), the filtered harmonic series on C2 (c), and the harmonic series on B-flat1 (d). 
 
It can be said that the clarinet’s timbre is being simulated throughout the process. 
Dominated by the odd partials of the C2 spectrum, the defective, filtered portion in section A’s 
harmonic scheme is reminiscent of a clarinet spectrum, which, due to the instrument’s cylindrical 
bore and a pressure antinode formed at the mouthpiece during performance, is characterized by 
the spectral spikes at the positions of its odd harmonics (see Figure 8). François Rose attributes 
the archetype of such a method to additive synthesis, an electronic music technique that 
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complex composites.”37 Nevertheless, when acoustic instruments instead of sinusoidal waves are 
employed to execute additive synthesis, the intended sonority will never be authentically 
reproduced/simulated in that its constituent frequencies are performed by real instruments, whose 
complex sounds will only generate an even more complicated spectrum when added up; 
therefore, metaphorically speaking, this variation of additive synthesis involving acoustic 










Figure 8: Clarinet spectrum (linear display; fundamental: C4). 
 
In spite of its figurative connotation, instrumental additive synthesis can be deliberately 
incorporated in a way that attempts to reconcile the perceptual discrepancy between its physical 
model and itself. Subsequent to the accomplishment of this electronics-inspired approach in 
section A, for example, the pitch B-flat4 is then assigned to the B-flat clarinet in bar 50, which 
lasts until the end of the section. The timbral narrative of this arrangement—that is, the flux from 
	
37 Rose, “Introduction to the Pitch Organization of French Spectral Music,” 8. 
 





harmonic:     1     3    5    7    9   11 
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an imaginary clarinet simulated by means of instrumental additive synthesis to an actual one—
benefits from the clarinet in B-flat acting as a vehicle to mediate—or at least mitigate—the 
conflict between theory and reality within the metaphorical approach while conceptually 









Characterized by wider intervals at the top and narrower ones at the bottom, a 
subharmonic spectrum is artificially constructed by treating the fundamental of a regular 
harmonic spectrum as the pivot note to perform the inversion. Subharmonicity can be discovered 
in section C of Mémoire/Érosion, where it, embedded in the prominent descending melodic 
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The instrumentation bifurcates in section C, which leads to two resultant groups that head 
toward opposite directions steadily with respect to register: the first one that plays descending 
melodies includes the horn, clarinet, and bassoon, whereas the second one that performs high-
pitched, auxiliary passages consists of the rest, some of which will join the other party later, such 
as the cello. In the domain of harmony takes place the bifurcation as well: the second group 
obtains most of its notes from mid-higher partials in the spectrum of E-flat0 (prolonged from the 
latter part of section B)—consider the alto flute, whose notes mainly belong to partials from the 
10th upward in the spectrum. The first group, on the other hand, deviates from the route and dives 








Figure 11: Horn’s melodies in bars 1-33 of section C of Mémoire/Érosion expressed in the 
chord-progression form (a) and expanded into the scale form (b).  
 
As usual, Figure 11 places the focus on the source of the descending melodies in the entire 
section C, the horn, by rearranging them into a chord progression and a scale; the figure is also 
applicable to other instruments in the same group. Whereas the chord progression does not 
divulge much information except for sorting the melodies bar by bar, the scale is of tremendous 
use by virtue of its intervallic trend becoming narrower toward the lower register, a 
quintessential trait of the subharmonic series/spectrum. To prove the descending scale is 
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structurally subharmonic, one may perform the procedure of inversion to confirm whether or not 





















Figure 12: Steps of inverting the subharmonic descending scale in section C of Mémoire/Érosion 
to enable the comparison to the harmonic series/spectrum of E-flat0: the descending scale (a); the 
inverted counterpart of the descending scale (b); the combination of (b) and (a)’s initial 4 notes 
(c); notes in (c) anti-tempered to match the partials of the E-flat0 harmonic series/spectrum (d); 
the first 30 partials of the E-flat0 harmonic series/spectrum (e). 
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the initial four notes in (a) 
combined with the scale in (b) 
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By treating C4 as the pivot for interval inversion and having the other notes of the 
descending scale folded over it, an ascending scale is gained (see the step from [a] to [b] in 
Figure 12); continuing to utilize C4 as the pivot, one shall discern that the notes preceding (and 
including) the pivot in both scales, combined with those following (and including) the pivot in 
the latter, can be viewed as tempered partials in the harmonic series/spectrum of E-flat0 (refer to 
the comparison between [c], [d], and [e] in Figure 12),39 and the appealing ingenuity behind 
splicing harmonic and subharmonic segments—while reminiscent of tape editing skills—is a 
topic we will revisit in the next subsection. Note that, in addition to interpreting the descending 
scale (Figure 12 [a]) as a subharmonic product obtained by inverting a segment of the E-flat0 
harmonic series/spectrum, one may consider the possibility of it being directly harvested from 
the tempered subharmonic series of G7 because of its initiating pitch of G4,40 which is an angle 
that would revindicate the discourse on the global harmonic arrangement of Mémoire/Érosion 
(see Table 1) as well as the proposed displaced series (see Table 3) in Section 2.2. 
Given the already known significance of C in the piece, employing C4 as the pivot is on 
no account coincident. It is, however, the role of subharmonicity here that deserves attention. I 
argue that subharmonicity in section C performs two imperative functions. The first one is 
harmonically structural in nature, justifying the existence of E-flat—the 2nd constituent—in the 
displaced series: unlike a harmonic series/spectrum, this subharmonic series/spectrum yields a 
minor triad—as opposed to a major triad—with its 4th, 5th, and 6th partials, through which the 
situation of E-flat displacing E can be said to be informed (see Section 2.2 and Table 3). The 
	
39 It is also worth mentioning that while the microtonal frequency difference between the pivot (C4) and the 13th 
partial of the E-flat0 harmonic series/spectrum may be neglected or smeared via (anti-)tempering in order for the 
comparison to work, the involvement of these two pitches shall yet again retrospectively resonate with the drifts of 
C4 in section A stated in Murail’s quote (see Subsection 2.3.2). 
 
40 This viewpoint makes G4 correspond to the 8th partial in the tempered subharmonic series of G7. 
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second function is inherently perceptual: the enactment of subharmonicity virtually guarantees 
the destiny of steering into the lower register, where the closely adjacent partials will easily fall 
within the same critical bands, meaning that—to put it succinctly—certain region(s) of the 
basilar membrane will vibrate in response to these auditory stimuli, triggering neurons to fire 
erratically and inducing a sensation of roughness/dissonance.41 
Moreover, a fascinating inconsistency between the impact of critical bands on auditory 
perception and Western music theory can surface from the phenomenon that critical bands of 
center frequencies below 500 Hz remain a constant width of approximately 100 Hz, whereas 
those of center frequencies over 500 Hz have the widths increasing proportionally at about 20% 
of the center frequencies.42 Take a complex-tone dyad of a perfect fifth—an interval defined as 
perfect consonance in the context of Western music theory irrespective of the register—and 
concentrate on its two fundamental frequencies for the moment to illustrate: when played in, say, 
the range above C5, the two fundamental frequencies in this dyad will principally excite different 
portions of the basilar membrane (i.e., the responding critical bandwidths have slim to zero 
overlap), prompting a perception of two independent tones that would be understood as 
consonance from the perspective of physiology, which is in agreement with Western music 
theory. Nevertheless, when played in the low register, say below G2, they will engender a 
rough/dissonant sensation because the two tones lie within the same critical band, and the level 
of rough sensation will likely increase when the impacts of their respective overtones are taken 
	
41 See Ian Johnston, “Summertime in Heidelberg,” in Measured Tones: The Interplay of Physics and Music, 3rd ed. 
(Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2009), 231-247. For physiological mechanics of auditory transduction and encoding, see 
Lauralee Sherwood, “The Peripheral Nervous System: Afferent Division; Special Senses,” in Human Physiology: 
From Cells to Systems, 8th ed. (United States: Cengage Learning, 2012), 217-225. 
 
42 Hugo Fastl and Eberhard Zwicker, Psychoacoustics – Facts and Models, 3rd ed. (Berlin: Springer, 2007), 150. 
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into account.43 In section C of Mémoire/Érosion, even though the descending scale/subharmonic 
series only reaches C2, the bandwidths in this register can already permit plenty of adjacent, low-
pitched sounds to give rise to an elevated degree of roughness, an auditory ruckus brought by 
subharmonicity to articulate the spirit of the piece’ inspiration—the entropic character of the re-
injection loop. 
 
2.3.4 Synthesized Polyharmonicity 
 
The spectra of sounds occurring in our surroundings, like those of bells, can be composite 
by nature. For instance, the analyzed spectrum of the great tenor bell at Winchester Cathedral 
employed in Jonathan Harvey’s iconic Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco contains “the various F 
harmonic series partials that can be clearly seen in the spectrum (5, [6], 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, etc.) 
beside the C-related partials.”44 Even a simple harmonic spectrum carries this trait—the 7th, 9th, 
11th, 13th, 14th, 16th and 18th partials of the C harmonic spectrum approximately constitute a 
fragmented B-flat spectrum. As a matter of fact, a relevant application has been reviewed in 
Subsection 2.3.2, where the harmonic unfoldment of section A demonstrates a spectral 
modulation achieved by heavily filtering out the even-numbered partials in the harmonic 
spectrum of C2 insofar as the seemingly embedded sonance of a B-flat2 spectrum is exposed. 
In addition to exploiting such an attribute of pre-existent resources, composers may seek 
to invent their own composite—or more pertinently, polyharmonic—prototypes in their creative 
spheres by synthesizing partials displaced from different harmonic series/spectra. Fortunately, 
	
43 For graphic illustrations of how these harmonics interfere with each other in the form of frequency spectra 
detected by the basilar membrane, refer to Johnston, “Summertime in Heidelberg,” 247-249. 
 




the characteristic of exceedingly chromatic if not microtonal intervals in any given harmonic 
series’s/spectrum’s upper portion provides an ideal ground for them to do so—that is, to take 
advantage of the abundant overlapping partials between two (or more) compatible harmonic 
series/spectra, grafting one onto the other and producing a spectral chimera whose appearance 
can be a glimpse as a whole, a gradual morphing from one harmonic series/spectrum to another, 
or whichever shape in between. In this part of the paper, a particular design taken from section B 
will be studied in order to illustrate how it comes into being. 
First of all, a preliminary analysis of section B shows that the harmonic layout in its first 
half (bars 1-17) is predominantly built on the harmonic series/spectrum of C1,45 to which the 
spectral obedience does not last perpetually. Soon in bar 14 the horn plays a crucial note—E-
flat4—that not only gives its melodies a flavor of the E-flat dominant 7th chord but is nowhere to 
be found in the fourth octave of the C1 harmonic series/spectrum (see Figure 13, where E-flat4 is 
marked by the white-head note); eleven bars later another comparable scenario happens when A3 
is introduced, most definitely announcing the birth of a spectral chimera—a synthesized 
polyharmonic scale that bridges the two harmonic worlds of C1 (before bar 14) and E-flat0 (after 
	
45 Subsection 2.3.2 examines the filtered C2 spectrum of section A as well as the interpretation of it metaphorically 
synthesizing the clarinet’s timbre, whose spectrum quintessentially exhibits prominent spectral spikes at the 
positions of the odd harmonics; on this account, it is reasonable for the C2 spectrum to modulate to the B-flat1 
spectrum over the course of section A. The suspension of the fragmented B-flat1 harmonic field at the end of section 
A is soon interrupted upon the arrival of section B, where C4 bluntly pierces through the flimsy texture and initiates 
the process that, until bar 17, progressively introduces the partials of the harmonic series/spectrum on C1. It can be 
assumed that how the harmonic transition from sections A to B takes shape bears a loose resemblance to a technique 
labeled imaginary echo by Murail. According to him, imaginary echo is a virtual operation that, unlike the normal 
echo that would typically reiterate the targeted object with no modification done to its temporality or frequential 
content, repeatedly decelerates what is fed into it; when any given harmonic series/spectrum is passed through 
imaginary echo set to the rate of 0.5, its components will be transposed one octave down at each repetition, which 
implies that if the partials are fed one at a time, more and more complex timbres can successively permeate the 
music (see Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 125-126). This is put to good use in Grisey’s Partiels, 
where certain partials (e.g., the 51st and the 57th) are shifted down by octaves over eleven repetitions to enhance the 
inharmonicity and to “unsettle the initial timbre” (see Rose, “Introduction to the Pitch Organization of French 
Spectral Music,” 9-10). Lastly, in the case of the harmonic transition from sections A to B, the insinuated 
deceleration of imaginary echo also faintly echoes Murail’s analogy for the second stage in section A’s harmonic 
structure—the C “drifts slightly flat, as if it were slowed down on a turntable” (see Murail, “The Revolution of 
Complex Sounds,” 129). 
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bar 14), much like the role of a pivot chord in tonal modulation. Figure 14 similarly emphasizes 
on the source material, the horn’s part (see Figure 14 [b]), and displays the making of this 
synthesized polyharmonic scale. It shall be utterly obvious that, to successfully execute the 
procedure, frequency tempering/approximation used in conjunction with median pitch selection 
is a sine qua non for allowing the targeted microtonal partials in the two harmonic series/spectra 



















Figure 14: Synthesized polyharmonic scale for the horn’s melody in section B of 
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solid line: exact/enharmonic pitch match 
dotted line: frequency quantization/approximation 
dashed line: median pitch selection 
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The versatility of synthesized polyharmnic scales makes them terrific candidates for 
manipulating (pseudo-)spectral data. Beside the case of section B discussed above, in fact, we 
have already encountered one—a fairly unique kind—in the previous subsection: the descending 
scale of subharmonicity (see Figure 12 [a]). This specific model can be regarded as a scale 
thoroughly constructed by inverting certain partials in the E-flat0 harmonic series (see Figure 12 
[a] to [d]); yet it is also a poly(sub)harmonic chain of notes synthesized by a four-note sequence 
inherited from the E-flat0 harmonic series and partials taken from the subharmonic series of G7. 
In short, polyharmonicity may spontaneously occur both in a natural harmonic series and in 
sounds produced by objects discovered in the environs. Meanwhile, polyharmonicity can be a 
creation of artificial engineering as well, where (a quantity of) individual components extracted 
from more than one (sub)harmonic series/spectrum with or without additional tuning 
intervention—namely, the partials being displaced—are spliced to craft synthesized 
polyharmonicity.  
 
2.3.5 Looping, Multiphonics, Spectral-Timbral Entropy 
 
An essential technique, looping was widely experimented with during the analog era and 
is still in use in today’s digital production. Skills pertinent to looping include cutting, splicing, 
accelerating, decelerating, and delaying, all of which can be found in electronic and/or 
electroacoustic works that involve magnetic tape. During the sixties, a group of young 
composers at the San Francisco Tape Music Centre, including Pauline Oliveros and Steve Reich, 
had been extensively exploring and implementing the practice of live looping in their creative 
spheres. One decade later, looping found its way into Murail’s train of thought, dictating the 
musical discourse of Mémoire/Érosion. Recall that, in addition to sculpting the overarching 
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contour of timbral/spectral transformation as already stated previously, the deployment of 
looping promotes the perception of sequential segregation in the beginning of the composition.46 
In this subsection, we will revisit this fundamental principle in Mémoire/Érosion to further 
examine how it impacts the harmonic language in section F—precisely, the integration of 
multiphonics—while employing I Am Sitting in a Room by Alvin Lucier as a point of reference. 
Conceived for voice on tape and written in 1969, I Am Sitting in a Room is regarded as 
one of the most representative creations of American postwar experimentalism. It features Lucier 
himself reciting the text, which undergoes thirty-two loops (i.e., being recorded and replayed 
thirty-two times) with two tape recorders in the course of approximately forty-five minutes. The 
text provides a general context of the whereabouts, procedure, expectation, and Lucier’s 
condition of speech disorder:  
 
I am sitting in a room, different from the one you are in now. I am recording the sound of 
my speaking voice and I am going to play it back into the room again and again until the 
resonant frequencies of the room reinforce themselves so that any semblance of my 
speech, with perhaps the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What you will hear, then, are 
the natural resonant frequencies of the room articulated by speech. I regard this activity 
not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but, more as a way to smooth out any 
irregularities my speech might have.47  
 
At first glance, Murail’ Mémoire/Érosion seems to work against Lucier’s I Am Sitting in a 
Room—the music versus the voice; the mental facet of memory versus the physicality of 
speaking; the tacit negativity of entropy’s final state of equilibrium versus the almost positive, 
therapeutic gesture of embracing one’s speech impediment; the acoustics/instrumental music 
versus the electronics—yet they do possess a number of characteristics in common: aside from 
	
46 See Subsection 2.3.1.  
 
47 Alvin Lucier, “I Am Sitting in a Room,” track 1 on I Am Sitting in a Room, New York: Lovely Music, Ltd., LCD 
1013, 1990, compact disc. 
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unmistakably taking advantage of the looping technique, both direct their steps toward the 
objective of sonic annihilation. More importantly, I Am Sitting in a Room may serve as an analog 
model that supplies a sort of empirical evidence for studying Mémoire/Érosion. 
Immersed in a superimposed aural architecture built of the reiteration of Lucier’s 
recorded voice, I find myself drawn to how the edge of utterance in each enunciated word is 
eroded by the looping process, which, at odds with the text, surely renders the speech rhythm 
unrecognizable in due course. The effect of erosion actually happens faster than anticipated, 
taking about five or six repetitions for some of the syllables to start becoming blurred 
phonemically and less distinguishable semantically; this is also when the room modes begin to 
be enhanced in response to the electroacoustic stimulations originating from what Lucier 
narrates.48 Parallel situations to these appear in Mémoire/Érosion, notably in section F: much like 
the unaltered speech in the opening of I Am Sitting in a Room, the stopped horn initiates a series 
of melodies that are of definite pitches as well as rhythms at the end of section E on page 39,49 
which are repeated by the alto flute, English horn (later oboe), clarinet in B-flat, and bassoon. 
After five cycles, the musical flow—now in section F on page 42—sets about incorporating the 
woodwinds’ multiphonics, smearing the melodic contours while kneading the rhythm into 
streams of continuous compressions and rarefactions from page 43 onward (see Excerpt 2). A 
brief detour before resuming the comparison: observe that the spectrum of B-flat1 is the 
predominant source for fabricating the harmonic structure in bars 1-7 of section F, followed by 
the woodwinds’ multiphonics as well as the strings’ inharmonic components (see Excerpt 2). It is 
certainly fair to assert that the notes of the multiphonics played by the alto flute, oboe, and 
	
48 These observations are made using the cited recording (refer to Lucier, “I Am Sitting in a Room”) and may differ 
more or less depending on the conditions of the rooms, equipment, enunciation of the text, etc. in other recordings. 
 
49 As stated formerly, the rehearsal letters do not always denote the beginnings of new musical elements/contents. 
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clarinet in B-flat since bar 8 are reaped from the spectrum of B-flat1, either directly or with 
tempering. Alternatively, an eloquent statement can be made that due to the multiphonics’ 
notes—mistuned or not—combined with their noisy timbres, a mutated, grotesque kind of 
spectrum of B-flat1 is born. One way or another, the transition from the harmonicity of the 
refined tones to a spectrally-timbrally complex inharmonicity of the coarse multiphonics in 
section F is indicative of the re-injection loop’s entropic progress toward chaos, the severity of 
which is exacerbated when the strings’ inharmonic pitches imbued with the eerie timbres of sul 
ponticello are weaved in. 
In lieu of a dispensable stunt,50 the integration of multiphonics in section F’s timbral 
gamut is indeed one rationale driven by the entropic essence in the re-injection loop, the 
backbone of Mémoire/Érosion that, as implied in the first paragraph of this subsection, allows for 
the connection—an even more intimate, finer analogy—to be drawn between I Am Sitting in a 
Room and its sixth section so as to help listeners navigate the latter. If one were to imagine the 
sonic space created by the woodwinds in section F as a chamber, the constituents of their 
multiphonics would be analogous to the “natural resonant frequencies of the room” in Lucier’s 
work,51 waiting to be evoked and amplified. Moreover, assuming Lucier’s (recorded/replayed) 
enunciation serves as a vehicle to excite the otherwise subtle ambient resonance in a room, the 
horn’s (duplicated/repeated) melodies are a force that catalyzes the burst of multiphonics innate 
in the woodwinds. Lastly, the woodwinds’ sustained ostinato of multiphonics, in concert with the 
strings playing near the bridge (i.e., sul ponticello), generate a somewhat “electronic quality” in 
	
50 See Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 132-135. Note that the vital role of wind multiphonics is given 
by Murail in the cited source as an example to elaborate on creating a coherent system (for integrating complex 
sounds), a notion that will be revisited in Subsection 2.3.7. It is nevertheless the correlation by means of entropy 
between the multiphonics’ incorporation in Mémoire/Érosion and the sonic behavior in I Am Sitting in a Room that I 
wish to accentuate here. 
 
51 Lucier, “I Am Sitting in a Room.” 
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section F of Mémoire/Érosion,52 a tone color akin to that of the shimmering, metallic continuum 












Excerpt 2: Transition from harmonic tones to heavily inharmonic multiphonics with complex 
timbres by the woodwinds on pages 40-43, Mémoire/Érosion (transposed score). 
	
	
2.3.6 Nested Spectral Structure 
 
Several (spectral) techniques that exploit data acquired from the pseudo-spectral sources 
affiliated with the displaced series have been explored thus far, but the scope remains 
substantially local/section-specific. This subsection will attempt to bridge (the constituents of) 
the displaced series as the piece’s global spectral framework with the harmonic blueprint of 
section H as a local spectral substructure, unwrapping a nested, stratified complex. 
	
















































In its simplest form, nesting—perhaps best illustrated by mise en abîme or the Droste 
effect—is no more than a representation of augmented/contracted self-duplication that proceeds 
time after time in an overlapping fashion, and the fundamental mechanism of achieving so is 
called recursion—namely, divide and conquer (in the definition of computer science), or to 
“solve a problem by solving a related, but smaller and easier, version of the same problem.”53 
The hierarchical stratification of a nested layout also frequently alludes to the exquisite, 
extravagant Russian souvenirs of Matryoshka dolls, which, in the words of Alexander Klose, 
“serves as an organization model for one of the most successful container principles, the 
Matryoshka Principle, which has found its way into highly varied contexts.”54 He continues, 
 
In business management, in production and logistics, and also in communications and 
information, it [the Matryoshka Principle] refers to models of recursive organization. An 
object is recursive if it contains itself as a part, just as each Russian doll contains a 
smaller version of itself inside it.  
In the definition of recursive functions, there is at least a call for the same 
function. They are also referred to as Matryoshka functions, for illustrative purposes.55  
 
Concerning the field of music, the fugue could arguably be a compositional paradigm of nesting, 
especially for the technique of stretto that makes the subject and answer collide. Consider J. S. 
Bach’s Fugue No. 8 in D-sharp minor, BWV 853: one may be in awe upon learning Bach’s 
mastery of having the juxtaposed entries of subject in all three voices run at different playback 
speeds simultaneously in bars 77-79 of the closing section: 
 
	
53 Patrick Juola, and Stephen Ramsay, “Discrete Mathematics,” in Six Septembers: Mathematics for the Humanist 
(Lincoln, Nebraska: Zea Books, 2017), 116-117. 
 
54 Alexander Klose, “What Is a Container?” in The Container Principle: How a Box Changes the Way We Think, 
trans. Charles Marcrum (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2015), 68-69. 
 














Excerpt 3: Bars 76-87 of Bach’s Fugue No. 8 in D-sharp minor, BWV 853, and the stretto.56 
 
 
In this regard, Mémoire/Érosion may exemplify nesting, too, for the ensemble literally follows 
an imitative, canon-like pattern by relentlessly replicating the horn’s playing (with or without 
further alternation). During my research phase, nevertheless, I was not actively searching for this 
type of motivic nesting. Rather, what I sought after was something more obscure and less 
palpable, something that could penetrate deeper into the conceptual, psychic sphere of humanity, 
or something that would solely operate behind the scenes—I was hunting for a condensed, 
transient moment of spectral nesting. This objective eventually led me to the final slice of 
section H. 
Perhaps the most frenetic segment in the entire piece, section H is essentially a one-
minute transition where the control of pitches is progressively relinquished. Therefore, I seize the 
last chance of examining the pitch organization in bars 13-15 before the woodwinds’ 
	
56 Johann Sebastian Bach, “Praeludium et Fuga VIII, BWV 853,” in Das wohltemperierte Klavier I, BWV 846-
869, ed. Franz Kroll, Bach-Gesellschaft Ausgabe, Band 14 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1866), 35. 
order of playback speed: 









multiphonics and the strings’ pressure distortions intrude. On account of the lowest note, D1, it 
would appear that this could be an extremely contorted spectrum of D1 at best, yet a detailed 











Figure 15: Perfect and imperfect symmetric inversions/mirrorings seen in the contorted spectrum 
of D1 in bars 13-15 of section H of Mémoire/Érosion (a), the inner five focal pitches and the two 
outermost pitches isolated (b), and the seven pitches in (b) enharmonically rearranged (c). 
	
	
By analyzing the intervallic relation in bars 13-15’s contorted spectrum based on D1, certain 
intriguing patterns can be observed (see Figure 15 [a]): one inner group, from F3 to G4, exhibits 
an impeccably symmetrical inversion with C4 in the middle. Additionally, an imperfectly 
mirroring situation can be identified in another one spanning the range from G4 to A-sharp5, 
where E5 is the central point. By listing the above-named pitches together with the two 
endpoints, one would get a sequence of D1, F3, C4, G4, E5, A-sharp5, and A6 (see Figure 15 [b]), 
which can then be enharmonically rearranged in an ascending fashion of pitch classes to become 
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reiterates the displaced series, the global spectral framework of Mémoire/Érosion established on 
the constituents of C, E-flat, G, B-flat, D, and F (herein referred to as the parent global spectral 
framework, or parent for short). We seem to acquire another displaced series—the metaphorical 
offspring of the parent global spectral framework (herein referred to as the child global spectral 
framework, or child for short). 
Whether or not this awfully close resemblance was premeditated, its existence cannot be 
denied. The issue at hand is: How can this be meaningfully construed utilizing nesting as a point 
of reference? To achieve so, one must comprehend the strength of nesting: nesting as a whole 
constitutes a robust, systematic framework that can encompass stratification of smaller versions 
of itself, which are not to stay unchanged. For instance, the figurines of Matryoshka dolls can be 
of non-identical genders, have distinct facial expressions, and/or dress dissimilarly. Or, a music-
related example would be the fugal stretto starting in bar 77 of Excerpt 3: when compared with 
the original subject, these three juxtaposed versions—nesting inside one another and of different 
note values (i.e., the same self in unequal sizes/lengths)—all appear to go through varied degrees 
of pitch modification/addition. Without a doubt, the clashing simultaneity in a stretto is 
technically brilliant, structurally sound, and emotionally thrilling. It is thus clear that the 
mechanism of nesting—namely, the permitted variability within a solid skeleton—allows for 
flexibility within unity, making it compelling for expressing artistic imagination while 
maintaining structural and conceptual integrity. 
With that in mind, one may begin to contemplate on the function of the child global 
spectral framework that reposes in its parent in bars 13-15 of section H, which, apart from the 
musical purposes akin to those of the fugal stretto, can be said to even act as an agency that 
permits the extra-musical connotation of Mémoire/Érosion to be amplified at this particular 
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instant. The fact that the parent global spectral framework—already infused with manifestation 
of change/displacement—calls the varied version of itself (i.e., the child) in the moment of swift 
turmoil in section H cannot be more ideal to exemplify the artistic application of nesting for the 
purpose of Mémoire/Érosion. More precisely, the composition’s overall musical narrative that 
flows within the parent is a sonic trajectory from order to disorder, embodying a positive entropy 
change and eventually reaching sheer annihilation of white noise; in this context, the already-
reconstructed parent is inscribed with entropy’s generalized essence behind its incessant increase 
in all real processes: the state of constant change. Situated in the parent, section H sees the 
imminent arrival of collapse, prior to which an additional displaced series—the child—is called 
for in bars 13-15 to have its constituents scrambled and interspersed in the contorted spectrum 
based on D1, internally and instantaneously compressing the overall spectral structure as well as 
conceptually intensifying the saturated tension of this already musically manic moment before 










Figure 16: Visualization of a nested, stratified spectral network composed of three containers that 
represent the parent global spectral framework (i.e., the displaced series), the contorted spectrum 
based on D1 in section H of Mémoire/Érosion as a local spectral substructure, and the scrambled 




















2.3.7 Partial-Rhythm Translation 
 
To a great extent, the contents of this paper heretofore have been narrowed to concentrate 
on the manipulations of pseudo-spectral data in the frequency domain for scrutinizing their 
perceptions and interpretations. I wish to broaden the width in this final subsection of Chapter 2 
to encompass the rhythmic aspect, uncovering the operation in the partial-rhythm sphere and 
discussing the affect associated with its supposed obscurity. 
In respect of the partial dimension vis-à-vis the rhythm dimension—or, more broadly 
speaking, the frequency domain vis-à-vis the time domain—translating information from one to 
the other has its historical lineage as demonstrated by a few composers who communicated their 
thoughts via writing or composing throughout the twentieth century; prior to the emergence of 
spectralism, for instance, Henry Cowell had elaborated on such a principle in his 1930 treatise, 
New Musical Resources: 
 
There is a well-known acoustical instrument which produces a sound broken by silences. 
When the silences between the sound occur not too rapidly, the result is a rhythm. When 
the breaks between the sound are speeded, however, they produce a new pitch in 
themselves, which is regulated by the rapidity of the successive silences between the 
sounds.  
There is, of course, nothing radical in what is thus far suggested. It is only the 
interpretation that is new; but when we extend this principle more widely we begin to 
open up new fields of rhythmical expression in music.  
Referring back to our chart [that displays the partial-interval-pitch-frequency 
correlation on page 47 in the book], we find that the familiar interval of a fifth represents 
a vibration ratio of 2:3. Translating this into time, we might have a measure of three equal 
notes set over another in two.57 
 
Approximately three decades later, Karlheinz Stockhausen was able to effectively realize the 
temporal transformation between “the time sphere of ‘frequencies’ (‘sounds’ and their ‘colors’) 
	
57 Henry Cowell, New Musical Resources (New York: Something Else Press, 1969), 51. 
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and the sphere of rhythm (individual pulses within given time intervals)” with the support of 
technology in electronic settings.58 During the preparation for his Kontakte, Stockhausen 
deduced that various properties of sound customarily deemed mutually uncorrelated—namely, 
timbre, pitch, intensity, and duration—could actually be traced to, governed by, and generated 
via the “temporally composed successions of pulses,”59 and the experimental outcome of this 
principle of accelerating/decelerating pulses is vividly experienced starting from rehearsal letter 
X in Kontakte, where a continuum shifts from tones into pulses, seamlessly traversing the 
boarder that divides the spheres of frequency and rhythm. 
It is such thinking in particular—be it Stockhausen’s “single, unified musical time”60 or 
Cowell’s “co-ordination of all possible musical materials within a certain overtone radius”61—
that exposes composers’ deep-rooted psyche of obsession toward the integration of sound’s 
parameters. Murail is no exception, as he eloquently stresses the necessity of finding “new 
organizing principles that . . . integrate the totality of sonic phenomena” 62 in his writing: 
 
The new materials that offer themselves to the composer have some common properties, 
whether they originate in instrumental or electronic music. These are often complex 
sounds, intermediate sounds, hybrids, sounds that possess new dimensions . . . . 
Conjointly, there is a general abolition of limits: acoustic analysis and even simple 
observation show us that there is no precise line between pitch and noise, rhythm and 
frequency; harmony and sound colour are continuous phenomena. . . .  
. . . We must, in fact, work with precisely those areas that have been neglected, 
and use their specific qualities, exploiting the imbalances of their internal energies and 
	
58 Karlheinz Stockhausen, “The Concept of Unity in Electronic Music,” trans. Elaine Barkin, Perspectives of New 
Music 1, no. 1 (1962): 44. 
 
59 Stockhausen, “The Concept of Unity in Electronic Music,” 40-43. 
 
60 Stockhausen, “The Concept of Unity in Electronic Music,” 42. 
 
61 Cowell, New Musical Resources, xvii. 
 
62 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 124. 
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flowing dynamism, even drawing from them new structures of order that might apply to 
both the micro and the macro level of the score. . . . 
. . . If these sounds—their inner structures and the way they are produced—are 
studied with some scrutiny, more rational methods could be discovered that could well 
give rise to a new musical logic.63 
 
Having its origin in the pseudo-spectral data derived from the displaced series’s affiliated 
spectra (see Section 2.2 and Table 3), whose breadth of impact in the frequency domain has been 
proven to be extensive throughout the preceding discourses, the core of integrating the sonic 
totality in Mémoire/Érosion can be said to inform the data translation in the partial-rhythm 
sphere via the following excerpts taken from sections A and F: first of all, C4 is the lone pitch 
heard in the beginning of the piece until bar 13, where another note G5 appears as the second 
violin’s artificial harmonic; the partial ratio between C4 and G5 in the harmonic series/spectrum 
on C2 is 1:3 after being reduced to lowest terms, and one can notice the triplet is the dominant 
rhythmic pattern on page 3 (see Excerpt 4). Soon in bar 16, one more pitch—C-quarter-flat6—is 
added into the harmonic field by the viola;64 the rounded frequency ratio between this C-quarter-
flat6 and the second violin’s G5 would be 4:3,65 which corresponds to the notable rhythmic 







63 Murail, “The Revolution of Complex Sounds,” 123-132. 
 
64 To indicate quarter notes in Mémoire/Érosion, Murail adds arrows to the regular accidental signs. Refer to the 
notational explanation in the cited score	for more details. 
	
65 Another interpretation would entail fine-tuning the pitch C-quarter-flat6 up to C6, which then can be fit in the C2 
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Excerpt 5: Pitches G5 and C-quarter-flat6 together with the corresponding rhythmic counterpoint on page 4 in section A, 
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! (tempered) odd partials in the harmonic series of C2  
 
 
even partial in the harmonic series of C2  
 
The partial-rhythm translation  
Excerpt 6: Hierarchical relationship in the harmonic structure and its translation in the partial-rhythm sphere on page 8 




While being rather localized on pages 3-4 of the score (seen in Excerpts 4-5), the range of 
partial-rhythm translation expands to the levels of phrasing/meter and parity on page 8 (see 
Excerpt 6): what one may experience here is a regular, periodic undulation in duple meter, yet a 
closer inspection reveals that triplets largely comprise its smaller rhythmic units. Furthermore, 
the harmonic structure starting from this page is progressively being filtered so as to retain in the 
main the (tempered) odd partials of the harmonic series/spectrum of C2 beside the elusive base of 
C4 (see Figure 6 on page 22). When taking all of the analytical information into account, it can 
be inferred that the dichotomy and hierarchy among partials in the harmonic series/spectrum of 
C2 are translated into rhythmic configurations; put it differently, C4—the lowest note on page 8 
and an even-numbered partial of the C2 harmonic series/spectrum—serves as the foundation for 
those higher odd-numbered components in the partial sphere, whose interrelation is embodied in 
the rhythm sphere by the duple meter that regulates the triplets.  
The partial-rhythm translation may also occur in between attacks at times to emulate a 
sort of musical negative space, as observed in the strings at the beginning of section F on pages 
40-41 (see Excerpt 7). Specifically, the pitches played by the two violins and viola in the first 
three bars—F3, D4, A-flat4, B-flat4, and C5—are drawn from the four odd-numbered and one 
even-numbered components of the harmonic series/spectrum of B-flat1, a situation that, once 
again, calls to mind the treatment of filtering in section A;66 however, among these five—that is, 
the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, and 9th partials—only the prime-numbered individuals are selected for 
rhythmic construction. The rhythmic dialogue here is clearly of a contrapuntal relationship, 
whose intricacy grows from the cello at the bottom to the first violin at the top: though muffled, 
the notes played by the cello move in the grouping of triplets, and the negative space’s duration 
between the first attacks in each bar amounts to five triplet sixteenth notes/rests (see Table 4).  
	





           
            
Excerpt 7: Individual voices color-coded in the strings (violin 1 in grey and aqua; violin 2 in green and purple; viola in red; cello 










































Table 4: Partial-rhythm translation in the cello in bars 2-3 of section F of Mémoire/Érosion; on 













Next, the viola’s part exhibits the identical rhythmic frame to the cello’s—off just by the 
value of one triplet eighth note (see Table 5). Numbers three and five continue to be of service in 
the second violin, where the two voices adorn the rhythmic texture of counterpoint: while the 
sextuplets in the two voices can be reduced to triplets, it is number five that governs the time 
span of the upper voice’s negative space; in the case of the lower voice, one can notice that the 
two first attacks of D4 in bars 2-3 is separated by the duration of five triplet sixteenth notes, and 
within each bar there are three triplet sixteenth rests between the two attacks (see Table 6). 
Lastly, number seven is found in the first violin’s two voices, both of which space out their 
respective initial attacks with the length of seven thirty-second notes; in addition, number five is 
applied in the upper voice to create negative space between the second attack in one bar and the 
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Table 5: Partial-rhythm translation in the viola in bars 2-3 of section F of Mémoire/Érosion; on 











Table 6: Partial-rhythm translation in violin 2 in bars 2-3 of section F of Mémoire/Érosion; on 
the left: the upper voice (top) with its rhythmic simplification (mid-top), and the lower voice 
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Table 7: Partial-rhythm translation in violin 1 in bars 2-3 of section F of Mémoire/Érosion; on 
the left: the upper voice (top) with its rhythmic simplification (mid-top), and the lower voice 










Admittedly, the partial-rhythm translation—despite being strategically persuasive, 
technically organic, and theoretically capable of capitalizing what the source material has to offer 
insofar as coherent musical works can be potently constructed—may not be discerned promptly, 
often rendering its musical embodiment opaque and raising concerns over its auditory 
practicality. The crux of the matter is the cognitive operation rather than the perceptual process, 
however. In other words, being aware of its existence can be of psychological value that shapes 
how the perceived sounds are construed, and interdisciplinary research on the experienced 
pleasantness in marketing and psychology may shed light on its mechanism. In their paper 
investigating how decision-making process can be affected by marketing strategies, Hilke 
Plassmann et al. indicate, 
 
A basic assumption in economics is that the experienced pleasantness (EP) from 
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individual (1).67 Thus, the pleasure derived from consuming a soda should depend only 
on the molecular composition of the drink and the level of thirst of the individual. In 
opposition to this view, a sizable number of marketing actions attempt to influence EP by 
changing properties of commodities, such as prices, that are unrelated to their intrinsic 
qualities or to the consumer’s state. . . . Contrary to the basic assumptions of economics, 
several studies have provided behavioral evidence that marketing actions can successfully 
affect EP by manipulating nonintrinsic attributes of goods.68 
 
A demonstration of such manipulations is shown in the experiments conducted by Leonard Lee 
et al. to survey how consumes’ preference would be influenced by the disclosure of one peculiar 
ingredient added to regular beer: their results suggest that human preferential reactions are 
subject to the timing of such information being disclosed, which generates the most significant 
impact when it takes place in advance of tastings.69 While the research of Lee et al. addressed the 
criticality of the timing of exposure to a non-inherent property of merchandise, Plassmann et al. 
had their hypothesis grounded in the known “price-perceived quality relationship,”70 focusing on 
proving that activities in the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC)—a brain region coding for 
hedonic experiences—could be increased by way of the positive correlation between the 
perceived wine price and the subjective response of flavor pleasantness, meaning that the higher 
	
67 This number in parentheses denotes the following journal article cited by Plassmann et al.: Daniel Kahneman, 
Peter P. Wakker, and Rakesh Sarin, “Back to Bentham? Explorations of Experienced Utility,” The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 112 (1997): 375-405. 
 
68 Hilke Plassmann, John O’Doherty, Baba Shiv, and Antonio Rangel, “Marketing Actions Can Modulate Neural 
Representations of Experienced Pleasantness,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United 
States of America 105, no. 3 (2008): 1050. 
 
69 Leonard Lee, Shane Frederick, and Dan Ariely, “Try It, You’ll like It: The Influence of Expectation, 
Consumption, and Revelation on Preferences for Beer,” Psychological Science 17 (2006): 1054-1058. 
 
70 See Akshay R. Rao, and Kent B. Monroe, “The Effect of Price, Brand Name, and Store Name on Buyers’ 




the quoted wine price (irrespective of its actual monetary value), the better the taste, which 
should elevate the degree of satisfaction and hence triggers more activities in the mOFC.71  
By acknowledging that musical works can be commodities for consumption and that 
consciousness of implemented compositional procedure(s) is extrinsic to music, the logic behind 
these findings can become applicable in the realm of composition. For example, “serialism and 
chance,” as Andy Hamilton writes, “are two sides of one coin; it’s often said that chance pieces 
and totally determined pieces—such as Boulez’s Structures I for two pianos—come out 
sounding very similar and equally arbitrary.”72 This similarity holds true especially for novices 
who are unaware of the methodological disparity between these two compositional systems, but 
a knowledge of the meticulous nature of serialism—preferably acquired prior to the listening 
activity—may induce a preconceived notion that it is more structurally coherent than aleatory 
music, tricking them into believing its quality is finer and, in consequence, making it a superior 
choice for purchase that ought to guarantee more pronounced intellectual gratification.73 
Concerning Mémoire/Érosion, the partial-rhythm translation, though far from being visceral in 
terms of its perception, can therefore be deemed a potent, ex ante gimmick that not only 
successfully integrates sonic characteristics but also delivers the affect of heightening 
consumers’ expectations toward the work’s worth on account of a presumable sense of 
coherence. 
	
71 Plassmann, O’Doherty, Shiv, and Rangel, “Marketing Actions Can Modulate Neural Representations of 
Experienced Pleasantness,” 1050-1054. 
 
72 Andy Hamilton, “The Music of Chance: Musical Dice Men from John Cage to John Zorn,” in Undercurrents: The 
Hidden Wiring of Modern Music, ed. Rob Young (London: Continuum/The Wire, 2002), 212.  
 
73 I would like to stress that whether or not one is objectively more coherent/intelligent than the other is in fact 
irrelevant for the purpose of my discussion here. Rather, the emphasis is placed upon how the availability of a 
particular piece of information as a nonintrinsic attribute of music composition alongside its timing of disclosure—




Chapter 3: Conclusion 
 
Spectralism is a moment of fundamental shift after which thinking about 
music can never be quite the same again.74 
— Jonathan Harvey 
 
 
The emergence of spectralism marks a new epoch in the history of contemporary music 
where the refreshing attitude toward sounds sparked alternative approaches to composition, 
emancipating composers from the confinement of rigid regimes and enabling them to pursue 
their genuine personal expressions on the ground of a shared vision. While the advancement of 
science and technology is undeniably instrumental to the evolution of spectral music, the scarcity 
of technological resources in the early days—both quantitative and qualitative—apparently did 
not prevent pioneering spectralists from exercising as well as materializing spectral thinking. 
Partly in hopes of softening the still prevailing, almost stereotypical impression of early 
spectralism imbued with Grisey’s voice, this paper has presented another type of spectral 
languages heard in this emerging stage by examining Murail’s Mémoire/Érosion.  
Methodologically, the salient nature of the crossdisciplinarity of spectralism motivates 
the applications to my analysis of theories, research findings, and a posteriori knowledge gained 
from fields such as psychology, computer technology, and marketing, leading to multifaceted 
views on explicating how spectral thinking may be en/decoded via partial displacement—
namely, by means of maneuvering data harvested from the pseudo spectra in the case of 
Mémoire/Érosion—as well as the perceived effects. Not only does this analytical strategy situate 
the music in a vibrant, rich environment where (extra-)musical connotations/interpretations 
	
74 Jonathan Harvey, “Spectralism,” Contemporary Music Review 19, part 3 (2001): 11. 
	
	 57 
exceeding the composer’s original intent may become available/tenable, but it can also 
encourage listeners of various backgrounds to relate more feasibly to this sort of musical 
language/aesthetic that they may find relatively elusive or intimidating. 
Over the course of the past five decades since its commencement, spectralism has 
inspired plenty of composers to engage in trailblazing artistic endeavors, but what can one learn 
from studying spectral music in today's climate, where it may or may not continue to assert its 
presence? In addition to the diverse individualities that the spectral attitude fosters, as well as the 
interdisciplinary values already articulated on the preceding pages, I believe that since 
composers nowadays can easily take modern technology for granted—and in the worst scenario, 
become its prisoners—turning to early spectral compositions while contemplating on the 
circumstances in which they were composed may remind us that great intellect is not subject to 
the lack/advancement of technology, whose existence is there to stimulate/facilitate the genesis 
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Percussion Instruments and Mallets 
Violin I 
wood block (small or medium) 
1 pair of Tibetan cymbals (small) 
Waterphone (12 or 14 inches preferred) 
Tam-tam (sizzled with 2 metal chains [thin & thick]) 
Light/medium wire brush 
Large/thick twig brush 
triangle beater (not too thin/short) 
2 metal mallets 
Hard mallet 
Small gong mallet 
Superball 
Double bass bow  
Violin II 
Small bamboo chimes 
Glockenspiel 






1or 2 pieces of Styrofoam (not too thin/small) 
(Bow, if the performer prefers) 
 
Cello 
1 piece of Styrofoam (not too thin/small)!
(Bow, if the performer prefers) 
Preparation 
 
- Waterphone needs to be able to hang on a stand; make sure it is easy to hang and take down the instrument; the instrument 
should also be able to rotate when hung on the stand.  
- Styrofoam needs to be placed and firmly fixed on a stand or tray table, so it can be played without being held. 
- Place tam-tam between Violin I and Violin II. 
- Set small bamboo chimes next to tam-tam and make sure it is easier to be played together with tam-tam for Violin II. 
- Have enough tray tables for mallets and for performers’ own instruments to place on. 
- Light amplification might be needed; light reverberation may be added depending on the acoustic condition of the space. 








- For passages with long notes such as pages 3-6, musicians can coordinate timing to fade in/out for page turns. 
- Sometimes tempo will be given in space notation to play certain rhythm(s) accurately. 
- For passages like                                 , the density may be adjusted/exaggerated in order to achieve more 
desirable result.                    
 
 



























































































d 1/4-tone flat  , 3/4-tone flat 
 + 1/4-tone sharp  = 3/4-tone sharp 
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 the rods (w
ith hair or w
ood) sporadically 
in order to m
aintain the resonance and enrich the texture
l l
slow








































; the notated rhythm
 offers a general shape and can be m





















































































ly add crescendo (by bow
ing one or several rods) O
R 
bow
 the rods back and forth irregularly;
from
 relatively loud (f or m
f )to soft, from


























       (2) Sw
itch/play across the three strings
       (3) Play on tw
o strings sim
ultaneously
   From
 bar 6 to bar 8:





plex, rich, and rapid" to "gentle, sm
ooth, and relieving"
       (2) G
lobally, dym
anics should go from
 relatively loud (f or ff) to soft (and then to niente), unless otherw
ise specified;
            w






















































aterphone on the stand to let it ring continuously,




* The glissando becom
es longer each tim
e.
gradually turn to play m




























 violin's body or bridge to create w
hite noise










gradually turn to play m
ore on the G
 string
bow































add accents, not too fast
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not as fast as ricochet; 
m
ore like staccato from
 fast to slow
2
flaut.
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12" - 14" 
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** 27~29 strokes (staccato) from
 very dense to sparse exponentially; 
   the am
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 strings, only play w
hen 





























































    (1) Perform
 the designed figures w
ith random
 order
    (2) If types A
 and B
 are assigned, play type A
 m
ore 
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 gestures in the previous im
provisation of page 13;
    throughout the process, progressively elim
inate type B
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ord.2 Vc.gllisando chord; alw
ays play the D
 string; 
for the G
 and A strings, only play w
hen 
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ca. 2.5" (including the short ferm
ata)
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don't release..................... squeeze random
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stretch scratch tone(s); from
 airy w
hite noise to heavy scratch sound 
and then back to airy w
hite noise
3 - 4 cm
 above b.o.f








































































 the body of cello; irregularly change dow
n-/up-bow
s and add random
 trem
olos;
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itate bars 88 and 90 (pattern, texture, phrase, gesture, etc.);
   (2) C
oordinate w
ith each other to m
ove from
 dense to sparse each tim
e;
   (3) C
ello play one octave higher.
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* (1) The notation offers a general trajectory for im
provisation. 
   (2) W
ithin this bar, basically start from
 irregular, drunken rhythm
 (play back and forth betw
een fast/dense and slow
/sparse), and then proceed to fast trem
olo.
   (3) D
ynam
ic range: betw
een pp and m
p, unless otherw
ise specified.
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add irregular, random
 accents; neither too dense nor too obvious
add irregular, random
 accents; neither too dense nor too obvious
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ilar to bars 6-8:
   W
ide harm






       (1) Sw
itch/play across the three strings
       (2) Play on tw
o strings sim
ultaneously
   Som
etim
es stay on one of the strings (N
O
T too long)
   O
ver the course of the process:





plex, rich, and rapid" to "gentle, sm
ooth, and relieving"
       (2) The density goes from
 "rapid and irregular" to sinusoidal but not too fast flow
ing"
       (3) G
lobally, dym
anics should go from
 relatively loud (f or ff) to soft (and then to niente), unless otherw
ise specified;
            w
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*  (1) Im
provisation using designed figures in random
 order.
    (2) Insert short rest/break betw
een each figure; leave som
e room
 for building clim
ax in the follow
ing bars.
**  (1) Im
provisation using designed figures of bar 143 in random
 order. 
      (2) C
hange the pitches (double stop) and m
ake shorter rest/break to intensify tension.
      (3) Increase dynam
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create scratchy, hoarse w
hite-noise sounds;
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hite-noise sounds;
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   Start from
 slow
 and then fast tow
ard the end of this page.
   V
iola m
akes the glissando exaggerated one second before the next page.  
low
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         SHIH-WEI LO  
STRING QUARTET No. 2 (2018) 






























- A secondary violin placed between the two violinists; scordatura: 




Duration: ca.8 minutes 
 
Scored in C 
















































d 1/4-tone flat  , 3/4-tone flat 
 + 1/4-tone sharp  = 3/4-tone sharp 
r j y l g w  Indicate slightly sharp/flat, less than  
a 1/4-tone 
  
Staff used for bow position; the four lines 
from top to bottom represent: tailpiece, 
bridge, the wider end of the fingerboard, and 





















IVIV MST                                                    
M
ST                                                    
Vln 1: com
pletely loose bow
 hair; press the bow
 firm
ly against 
the string(s) to create grainy sounds; sounds m




 hair; press the bow
 firm
ly against 
the string(s) to create grainy sounds; sounds m




 hair; press the bow
 firm
ly against 
the string(s) to create grainy sounds; sounds m
ight be fragile 
and not continuous.
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           













ST                         
return/tighten bow
 hair to norm
al/proper condition/tension.
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           




























 hair; press the bow
 firm
ly against 
the string(s) to create grainy sounds; sounds m
ight be fragile 
and not continuous.
return/tighten bow
 hair to norm
al/proper condition/tension.
* The four lines in the staff from
 top to bottom
: tail piece, bridge, w
ider end of fingerboard, narrow
 end of fingerboard
**
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           
20"-30"                           




 hair to norm
al/proper condition/tension.
return/tighten bow
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* The four lines in the staff from
 top to bottom
: tail piece, bridge, w
ider end of fingerboard, narrow
 end of fingerboard
[ ]
Vln 1: hold the secondary violin like viol; 
press the strings at the indicated positions in advance, 
w
ith either one or tw
o thum








 dense to sparse; no need to count the am
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any strings as possible w
hile plucking; aim
 for drier sounds;
pluck betw
een bridge and indicated/pressed position.
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half pressure all the w
ay until bar 14;
play as fast (and as m
any notes) as possible
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provisation-like; half pressure all the w
ay until bar 14;
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nless specified, each bracket indicates a quarter note value. 
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Vln 1: hold the secondary violin like viol; 
press the strings at the indicated positions in advance, 
w
ith either one or tw
o thum
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 loud to soft, and slight variation can be applied.
Vln 2: irregular dynam
ic change, but globally from




een fast and slow
 unevenly
Vla: irregular rest betw
een each repetition, generally from
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Vlc: irregular rest betw
een each repetition, generally from
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ing to lateral bow
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* Exponential gliss. (from
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5; Reduce the frequency pregresionally.
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Vln 1: see bar 52;
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 the order throughout; each gesture m
ay be stretched or com
pressed w





e as the block in bar 64.
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hile plucking; 
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Vln 2: one hand holds the bridge w
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Vln 2: place a m
edal w
ire or violin's e string under the fingerboard 
and pull it up against the inner surface of the fingerboard; 
































Vln 2: place a m
edal w
ire or violin's e string 
under the 4 strings; pull up and drag it tow
ard the tailpiece 
until reaching the fine tuners. 
[sec. vln.]
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